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Andrea Grant has for many years practiced before numerous agencies of the
Federal Government and the United State Congress.
Andrea concentrates in the fields of energy and environment before the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), the Departments of Energy, Treasury, Homeland Security and Transportation, as
well as numerous congressional committees. In addition, her work has focused on several
significant trade and transportation issues.
On behalf of the petroleum industry, she has worked on such energy and environmental issues as
renewable fuels, air quality standards, US policy on petroleum and renewable fuel imports, federal
excise taxes and climate change legislation and regulations.
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Andrea has managed a number of complex projects involving federal and state legislation and
regulations, international negotiations, litigation, and economic and public relations support. She has applied this experience to issues
relating to the petroleum, forestry, food and car rental industries.
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Prior Experience
Before entering private practice, Andrea served as attorney to the Oil Import Appeals Board, a federal regulatory agency that
implemented petroleum import policy in the early 1970s.
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INSIGHTS
Andrea has spoken frequently before industry groups on EPA programs and federal excise taxes.

Publications
White House announces plan to substantially expand introduction of sustainable aviation fuel
15 September 2021
Key details.
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